
DAHLE ShredMATIC® & DAHLE PaperSAFE®

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY 
TROUBLE?TROUBLE?
Keep your cool with our document shredders. 

My Dahle. Since 1930



DAHLE PaperSAFE®
Products in this series are particularly versatile and can be used everywhere from home offices to open-plan offices. But 
that’s not all: the range also offers suitable shredders for all security requirements, from P-2 to P-5. The DAHLE document 
shredder is made to suit your needs, not the other way around. Who said shredding had to be stressful?

DAHLE PaperSAFE® 60

The low-cost shredder for 
beginners

Name PaperSAFE® 60

Security level P-2 | T-2 | E-2

Strip size (mm) 6

Max. sheet capacity* (manual) 6

Noise level when idle (db) 70

Article number 23060-16167

• 11 l container volume
• Security level P-2 with strip cut

• Shreds cards and staples reliably

31.5 cm

32.0 cm

DAHLE PaperSAFE® 100 / 120 / 140

The compact 
shredder for the 

security-conscious

The handy 
shredder for 
pragmatists

The powerful 
shredder for the 

cautious

Name PaperSAFE® 100 PaperSAFE® 120 PaperSAFE® 140

Security level P-4 | F-1 | T-4 | E-3 P-4 | F-1 | T-4 | E-3 P-4 | F-1 | T-4 | E-3

Particle size (mm) 5 x 18 5 x 18 5 x 18

Max. sheet 
capacity* (manual)

5 8 10

Noise level when 
idle (db)

70 65 65

Article number 23100-16168 23120-16169 23140-16170

• 12 l container volume
• Security level P-4 with particle cut
• Extra small particles for optimum 

utilisation of volume in container
• Shreds staples and cards reliably

• Oil- and maintenance-free operation
• Integrated photoelectric sensor for 

automatic start and stop
• Automatic motor shut down
• Removable top part

34.7 cm

36.6 cm

21.7 cm

www.novus-dahle.com
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*Sheet, A4 80 gsm
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DAHLE PaperSAFE® 240 / 260 / 380 / 420

• 25 l container volume
• Security level P4 or P5 with particle cut
• Shreds staples, CDs, DVDs and cards reliably
• Oil and maintenance-free operation for 

shredders with security level P-4
• Energy-saving standby mode

• Integrated photoelectric sensor for 
automatic start and stop

• Sheet remnant shredding with full waste 
container for safe destruction of sensitive 
data.

44.3 cm

54.5 cm

27.3 cm

36.7 cm

50.6 cm

26.3 cm

DAHLE ShredMATIC®

DAHLE ShredMATIC® 90

The compact shredder for 
multitaskers

Name ShredMATIC® 90

Security level P-4 | F-1 | T-4 | E-3

Particle size (mm) 4 x 12

Max. sheet capacity* (manual/auto) 10/90

Noise level when idle (db) 62

Article number 35090-16180

• 23 l container volume
• Security level P4 with particle cut
• Shreds staples, paper clips and cards 

reliably
• Oil- and maintenance-free operation

• Extra small particles for optimum 
utilisation of volume in container

• Integrated photoelectric sensor for 
automatic start and stop

• Two inspection flaps for easy cleaning

There’s only one name for speedy document shredding: DAHLE ShredMATIC®. Up to 300 sheets can be shredded in one go in 
P-4 particle cut thanks to the autofeed function. Fast and reliable shredding – what more do you need?

The comfortable 
shredder for busy 

bees

The silent 
shredder for 

deep thinkers

The all-
rounder for 

efficient 
workers

The high-performance 
shredder for the 
confidentiality-

conscious

Name PaperSAFE® 240 PaperSAFE® 
260

PaperSAFE® 
380

PaperSAFE® 420

Security level P-4 | F-1 | O-1 | T-4 
| E-3

P-4 | F-1 | O-1 
| T-4 | E-3

P-4 | F-1 | O-1 
| T-4 | E-3

P-5 | F-2 | O-1 | T-5 
| E-4

Particle size (mm) 4 x 12 4 x 12 4 x 12 2 x 15

Max. sheet 
capacity* (manual)

10 12 15 10

Noise level when 
idle (db)

65 60 60 60

Article number 23240-16171 23260-16172 23380-16173 23420-16174
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DAHLE ShredMATIC® 150

The efficient shredder for speed-
freaks

Name ShredMATIC® 150

Security level P-4 | F-1 | T-4 | E-3

Particle size (mm) 4 x 12

Max. sheet capacity* (manual/auto) 9/150

Noise level when idle (db) 60

Article number 35150-16165

• 25 l container volume
• Security level P4 with particle cut
• Shreds staples, paper clips and cards 

reliably
• Oil- and maintenance-free operation
• Extra small particles for optimum 

utilisation of volume in container 
• Integrated photoelectric sensor for 

automatic start and stop
• Automatic motor shut down when the 

waste container is full or the door is 
open

35.4 cm

53.7 cm

29.8 cm

DAHLE ShredMATIC® 300

The powerful shredder for go-
getters

Name ShredMATIC® 300

Security level P-4 | F-1 | T-4 | E-3 | O-3

Particle size (mm) 4 x 15

Max. sheet capacity* (manual/auto) 14/300

Noise level when idle (db) 60

Article number 35314-15092

• 40 l container volume
• Security level P4 with particle cut
• Shreds staples, paper clips and cards 

reliably
• Oil- and maintenance-free operation
• Extra small particles for optimum 

utilisation of volume in container 
• Lockable paper feeder
• Integrated photoelectric sensor for 

automatic start and stop
• With automatic motor cut-out after 30 

minutes without use

43.2 cm

64.2 cm

35.5 cm
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DAHLE ShredMATIC® & 
DAHLE PaperSAFE®
Easy, reliable shredding!

When technology goes on strike, it can be very frustrating. Especially when it’s technology that has to work to comply with 
legal provisions. The keyword here being data protection. Our DAHLE ShredMATIC® and PaperSAFE® document shredders 
make malfunctioning machines a thing of the past, giving you peace of mind when it comes to data protection. Shredding 
paper the way it should be: easy and reliable.

THE SAFE CHOICE  
Available for every security 

requirement from P-2 to P-5, with 
lock system for some models.

COMFORTABLE SHREDDING
Uncompromising high performance 

and practically maintenance and 
oil-free.

ATTRACTIVE DESIGN  
Minimalistic design goes perfectly in 

modern office spaces.

ShredMATIC®

PaperSAFE®

Choosing a document shredder 
alone can be a rage-inducing 
process.

Find the right shredder for 
every security requirement 
from P-2 to P-5 

Perfect for use everywhere 
from home offices to 
open-plan offices

Extremely fast thanks 
to the automatic paper 

feeder

Shreds up to 300 sheets 
in a single load

But those 
days are 

over!



P-2 P-5

P-4

Select your document shredder the easy way
Security level

Paper amount per day

ShredMATIC® 90

Max. sheet capacity 
(manual / auto)

10 / 90

Max. sheet capacity 
(manual / auto)

14 / 300

Max. sheet capacity 
(manual / auto)

9 / 150

Max. sheet capacity 
(manual)
5 / 8 / 10

Max. sheet capacity 
(manual)

6

Max. sheet capacity 
(manual)

10

Max. sheet capacity 
(manual)
10 / 12 / 15

ShredMATIC® 150 / 300PaperSAFE® 100 / 120 / 140 PaperSAFE® 240 / 260 / 380

Home office Office

Paper amount per day

PaperSAFE® 60 PaperSAFE® 420

A company of 

Novus Dahle GmbH
Breslauer Straße 34–38
49808 Lingen (Ems)
Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 591 9140 0
Fax +49 (0) 591 9140 841
info@novus-dahle.com

www.novus-dahle.com
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